
Chapter 95: 
ten minutes later. .しw0.
The third game of yqcb was of course lost. This time it was
really a problem that the single strength could not keep up
with the replacement. So, many people just started to squat
“Ai Jiakeng” and “team cancer”. “This is not useful in this
single” People who are better off this team will finally close
their dog’s mouth -
Struggling with the most symbolic one: But it’s okay to take
the cockroaches out of the way.
Tong Tong looked at such remarks and thought with a blank
expression: there was a problem.
She didn’t know if this was Aijia’s unwillingness to go to the
third game or the club intended to arrange this. In the first two
seconds of the start of the zgdx game, she was still worried
and sending a message to WeChat.
Seeing this Yang Yang said, the nursery rhymes let go of the
heart… The mobile phone, the teammates who stood up and
walked out, Xiaopeng, they are discussing what lineup of this
game is better today, the nursery rhyme is at the end, is
coming out When the door of the lounge suddenly whispered
out, “Can you try four times again?”
Lu Sicheng, who was at the forefront, heard it and turned to
look at her. He paused and asked: “Reason?”
Being seriously stared at by Lu Sicheng, the nursery rhyme
realized that this time the man was no longer in the empty
corridor, let her hold her chaotic boyfriend, but the captain of
zgdx… she straightened her waist and stretched The face was
a little nervous: “There is no reason. Now the four guarantees
are very controversial. They all say that the team that is still
clinging to this season won’t win… but we played Huawei for
the second time and played with the four guarantees. Ok, so I
want to try again. Can I use it? Whoever says it, practice is the
only criterion for testing truth.”
“You want to take it.”
“………”
It’s a bit embarrassing to say that the ghost has broken a lot
and is breaking the truth.
The nursery rhyme blushes, staring down on the toes and not
acknowledging that he really wants to try the four guarantees



and can’t play. There is indeed a suspect of carrying private
goods in the inside…but before she talks, Lu Sicheng
suddenly Road: “But I can see it.”
……what?
Hey?
The child squatted and looked up in shock.
“The Pope has a non-stick pan, and he has been forced to
whitewash him for what kind of ghosts he has.” Lu Sicheng
licked his wrist and his tone was flat. “Let him see how the
real four-guarantee plays, and hurt him for two or three days.
Not necessarily a good thing, so I agree.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
After Lu Sicheng finished speaking, he turned and went to the
competition venue. The rest of the team was assisted, placed
and played. Although China Telecom is a three-core team, the
upper, middle and lower roads can be carried, but in general, it
is still in the middle and the road. There are many takeovers,
and it is common for the old cat to take a tank to order, so now
that the nursery rhyme has given up the chance to carry the
game, he will not say anything.
Old k: “Well, you can, I will take a thousand miles for a while,
let’s dream back to the spring game.”
Xiaopang: “Ignore the version of the hero, ignore the version
of the use of outdated tactics, you are really inflated, how do I
spread such a messy team.”
Old cat: “You also fuck, you take Miss Lax.”
Lu Sicheng: “The old cat said it well, and let the fat man take
Laksh on the road to assist you. This will take me down.”
Old cat: “…”
Everyone in the words, I went to the competition table,
everyone, the nursery rhyme sat down next to Lu Sicheng,
took a deep breath and put on the headphones - when the
outside cockroach was isolated, she single-mindedly rushed to
the field and the end of the orc team The first bp session of the
group match.
The cards that are disabled are the six versions of the cards,
Xindra, Victor, Enchantress, Vampire, and Ritz. This ban hero
is over, and the nursery rhyme can’t help but laugh out, and
the player channel is a bit stunned— -
Xiaopang: “Wow, ban six in the single, the demon Ji Xindra



card has not let go, opposite this is ready to put you in the
dead, Miss sister.”
Ming Shen: “We have also banned three versions of the strong
single, and now there are few singles that can be used outside.
The end of the orc is not deep in the hero pool. See who is
going to be this time.”
The virgins glanced at the team next door, and they saw that
they had started frowning and licking their fingers.
The nursery rhyme regained his gaze: “The barrage of the live
broadcast channel should be very lively now.”
Lu Sicheng: “You still care about that.”
Nursery rhymes: “I care.”
Lu Sicheng: “When you choose a hero, you should be more
lively.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
While talking, I saw the opposite side tangled for a long time
to take out an ice girl, and took a Kalma - ice girl can play a
single can also hit the single, Kalmar can play assist and play
in this version is also a good choice Now, the Dooms of the
Dooms have taken these two popular single heroes. I don’t
know how to arrange the specific location. This is obviously
the rhythm of blocking the road of the nursery rhyme…
Doomsday orcs made some thoughts and small routines in the
ban&pick section… but they were not prepared to take regular
single heroes, so when they were selected, the old cat locked
the nursery rhyme directly. -
The nursery rhymes can’t hear the audience’s reaction at this
time, but if they take off the headphones at this time, they will
find that the sound of the scene can easily smash the roof.
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
At this point, commentary b thinks that his microblog has been
blasted by both zgdx powder and yqcb powder.
Chrysanthemum is tight, and he has been busy with this topic.



At this time, the two commentary dialogues also explain why
they are for nursery rhymes. Why can’t you guess the real
reason why Zhadx and Zgdx play four guarantees?
Until the game officially begins.
……
First, the combination of the end of the orc team is not the
opponent of Lu Sicheng and Xiaopeng - Lu Sicheng took the
wheel mother and Bud, and it is the fight for blood exchange,
the level of the other side’s Calista blood line is extremely low
The other party can only go backwards and dare not come up
to make up the knife or even eat the experience. The first wave
of soldiers directly missed four or five, which is miserable.
This kind of opening for Lu Sicheng means that the game on
the opposite side is over.
After the first wave of soldiers lost some experience, Lu
Sicheng took the lead to the second level. At this time, the
nursery rhyme signaled to see his family playing in the middle
of the road. Lu Sicheng decisively cleared the auxiliary and ad
directly opposite the tower before the line. It is only possible
to replenish the soldiers under the tower and be harassed from
time to time.
Lu Sicheng and Xiaopeng will rub the opposite side of the
road on the floor. In the first ten minutes, the wild old k will
thoroughly implement the “four guarantees one” tactics. If
nothing happens, they will pass the road and make the end of
the orc’s ad ten minutes. More than forty, with the aid of two
deaths, the head Lu Sicheng and the old k one two…
In the mid-term, the opposite defensive order, Ike wants to cut
the back row of Lu Sicheng, but when the person just came up,
he was silenced by the nursery rhyme, even if he hit Lu
Sicheng, the next second slammed a big move, the **** ad
immediately recovered. The more blood is slowing down, and
then the various protection skills are not thrown at him like
money.
Lu Sicheng’s fat flow, and the protected drip does not leak.
In the twenty-fourth minute of the game, zgdx directly pushed
to the high ground. On the other side, Lu Sicheng, who saw 10
kills, 0 deaths and 2 assists, apparently did not want to fight.
He directly pushed the base and prepared for the next one.
When the nursery rhyme took off the headphones, the palm of



his hand was full of sweat.
At the same time she heard the explanation -
The nursery rhyme stood up, his face faintly revealing a smile.
After ten minutes of rest time.
The second game begins.
Still the same six ban in the single, or the same four guarantees
a lineup, or the same take 璐璐 谣 谣 谣 谣 谣 还 还 还 还 还
The end of the orc, why the iron is still pushing them to play
four guarantees, until the beginning of the game, she found
that people also have a brain to play.
This time, the end of the Orc team took the leopard woman,
Lucian, and the head of the bull. The game started three
minutes and the roaring road roared Lu Sicheng and the
chubby two dog heads; nine minutes later, Yuetaqiang killed
Lu Sicheng; 15 minutes later Three times, this time, with the
order together -
In fifteen minutes, Lu Sicheng’s data was 0/3/0, and the
recruits were behind more than 20. The broadcast cut off the
economic figures of each position. People can clearly see that
Lu Sicheng’s economy is behind the end of the orc. Piece—
The concept of a thousand pieces is half a large piece of
equipment, put in the general rank, this time Lu Sicheng can
go to hang up.
It’s really a bad one.
In this case, the nursery rhymes who did not have the active
high explosive output ability showed the same fatigue as the
last Ai Jia. They could only quietly replenish their troops and
work hard to develop some output equipment. Trying to make
up for Lu Sicheng’s injury may be insufficient, but because In
the beginning, I decided to play four guarantees. The effect of
this behavior is very small -
At this time, on the game field, the zgdx field was 3:9 behind
the big score, and for Lu Sicheng, he faced a more serious
downwind than the entire team!
Looking at Lu Sicheng’s madness, he has never seen him get
into such a big gap. The nursery rhymes are a little anxious,
and the operation is a bit rough, missing a few tower soldiers.
“Don’t worry,” Lu Sicheng’s calm voice came from the
headphones. “You can play, give me some time to develop.”
“You are now half a big piece opposite.”



“If you don’t touch it, there is no way for him to take me with
the six gods.” Lu Sicheng said faintly, “You can find a way to
drag down, can you?”
“…I don’t know,” said the nursery rhyme. “I try to try it,
chubby, old k, come.”
at the same time.
I don’t know what Lu Sicheng said in the game’s voice
channel. Just when everyone watching the game thought he
was going to overturn the ship, this time they suddenly found
that zgdx was different from the previous situation when yqcb
faced the same situation. s Choice—
At that time, yqcb chose to open the group and beat it hard.
But this time, zgdx didn’t do this. After the nursery had some
output equipment, he went shopping with his own assistant
and playing wild in the wild area. Finally, he met the other
side of the group near the Xiaolongkeng and added a
wilderness to launch a small scale. Team battle!
Because the old k is holding a thousand, chubby is a Bud with
a big move in hand, this team fights for a very long time,
pulling and pulling hard to rely on the operation to win the end
of the orc two people - and this time When the nursery rhymes
played in such a difficult situation, Lu Sicheng, as the core
output, was crazy in the two lines.
Repeated the small-scale group battle several times, Lu
Sicheng was arrested twice.
The game came to thirty-two minutes.
Lu Sicheng of 0/5/0 killed the end of the orc’s wilderness
when he cleared the line.
At the time, the audience was shaking.
Everyone is a slap in the face, and this is the adc that has been
almost stealth from the beginning of the game. It’s only a
closer look that his equipment doesn’t know when it’s
basically formed. The number of knives… From the beginning
of the lapse of thirty or forty knives to the present, actually
over 30 knives!
Wtf? !
When the audience felt that they had not watched the game at
the end of the day, the pilot cut the economic panel again.
People were shocked to find that Lu Sicheng, who was still
behind a thousand economics, had already had an adc basic



with the other three people. Flat, even vaguely overtake!
Next Lu Sicheng began to participate in the team battle.
At this time, he had already been sentenced to two people
before fifteen minutes ago. He finally succeeded in playing the
horror explosion of the hero of the wheel mother in the middle
and rear equipment, letting go of the priority output
equipment, and seemed to be incapable in the early stage. The
squadron rushed out of the mountain in advance, successfully
won two wave battles, tied the economy, and then turned
against the wind!
2:0 to win the last orc!
The nursery rhymes pushed their opponents off the base, and
when they took off their headphones, everyone looked happy.
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
At this time, the commentary said that she did not notice what
she was thinking about. She only knows that the cheers of the
audience today are louder than before, such as thunder and
roar!
“The last one played very well!” The end of the orc’s captain
and adc and Lu Sicheng shook hands, “I can be called ad
headwinds teaching books, honest brother!”
“Nothing,” Lu Sicheng smiled. “We all use ourselves as an
assistant, and I don’t think it’s good to take over the game
later.”
After he finished, he looked back at the dwarf behind him.
After a pause, I smiled and couldn’t help but tease her: “I am
not boasting about you, blushing.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The nursery rhyme raised her hand and took a hand on the
back of the tall figure that ran across her… When she put
down her hand, the hand was suddenly pinched by the person
who walked in front of him!
The nursery rhymes on the back of the cold hair are standing
up quickly, and the face is busy looking around to see if
anyone notices, but at this time the handshake is completed,



the end of the orc team members are picking up the
peripherals, and the other teammates of zgdx are huddled
together. Thank you in advance.
No one noticed them.
The nursery rhyme sucked his hand out of the hand, and did
not succeed. The other party also grabbed her hand and shook
it twice, then when they had to stop by the auxiliary chair of
the Doom orc, they had to stop slightly. He lowered his head
and whispered in her ear: “These two are not properly
displayed, and the four guarantees of the wind and the
windward side are correctly opened. Ai Jia can’t wash it.”
Nursery rhymes: “Oh.”
Lu Sicheng: “How do you thank me?”
Nursery rhymes: “…give you a gimmick.”
Lu Sicheng: “No.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “You are perfunctory.”
Nursery rhymes: “I didn’t.”
Lu Sicheng: “You have.”
At this time, the end of the Orc team, who had bent over to
clean up the peripherals, had noticed that his chair had blocked
the road. The face was busy apologizing and moved it. The
road ahead was smooth, and Lu Sicheng got up straight from
the nursery rhyme and nothing in the two. The little action
may expose the first time in the eyes of others to let go of her.
Even if people stared at them from the beginning, they just
thought they were whispering about the game.
Nobody knows.
Until the end of the game, the nursery rhythm was very fast.
When she turned her head, she carefully looked at the man
around her. The latter seemed to have some sense, and turned
her head and smiled at her lazily. laugh.
Under the bright lights above the stage, his eyes seemed to
have light, reflecting her outline -
Some people say that the meaning of love is probably that
there is such a person suddenly appearing in the world. He can
give you everything you want, what he can do… all the time,
anywhere, anytime, he has no hesitation.
The author has something to say: Mad, then the question is
coming, where to find such a capable man.



This game refers to the spring game some time, the time data
has reference to the information, in reality, the single is like
Xindra, that ad himself is forced to develop… I am not
reasonable, I am not reasonable. Understand, oh, after all, if
it’s so capable, then I will arrange the tactics and I will be a
data analyst…
Ah, ah, ah, this is a long time, let’s have a message.
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